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LED Chairside Reading Lamp
No. 9680*LED P1

Care Instructions
Use only a soft, dry cloth to clean.  If necessary, a slightly damp, soft cloth can be used to spot 
clean.  Do not use common household cleaners on lamps or fixtures, as the lacquer on the 
outside of the brass may be damaged as a result.  Enjoy your new Holtkötter lamp.

Congratulations, you have just purchased the leading-
edge dimming technology from Holtkötter International, 
Inc. Our “Dimm-System Punkt 1” (Dimming System Point 
1 (*P1)) is specifically designed to provide specialized 
features for ease and convenience of use.

Features of “Dimm System Punkt 1” include:

Point Dimming - turn the lamp on 
with a single click of the P1 dimmer.  

Soft On -  the lamp comes on low 
and continues to brighten to full brightness.  
This allows the eye to adjust to a gradual 
increase in light.

 Soft / Delayed Off - turn the lamp off with 
a single click of the P1 dimmer.  The lamp 
dims to 60% brightness of the original 
setting, remaining briefly at that level 
to allow you to exit the room;  then the 
lamp gradually turns itself off.  This “soft” 
off provides a few moments of light after 
turning the lamp off, rather than immediate 
darkness as is the case with other switches.

 Dimming Cycle - to adjust the lamp to the 
perfect  light level for any situation, press 
and hold the P1 dimmer.  The dimmer will 
cycle through all dimming levels.  When 
the lamp achieves the light level of your 
choice, release the P1 dimmer.

No assembly is required.
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